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Abstract 
 

We present a methodology to navigate viewing of a city block or any realistic outdoor 
structure by collection of images. The methodology implement intuitive navigation 
commands like as left, right, forward or backward to change the viewing position. In the 
thesis we used a collection of images from Gräsvik campus of Blekinge Institute of 
Technology and two commands of left and right were evaluated. 

The method is based on finding the camera position of each image in the collection. 
These positions have a relative distance to each other as far as no other information such 
as calibration data is used. For left and right navigation, two similar images to the image 
of the view point are found by searching for the two most correlated ones among 
collection of all images. Some of correspondent points of the three images (the view 
point image and the two most correlated images in the collection) are found by scale 
invariant feature transform (SIFT) method. Using the correspondent points between each 
two image a fundamental matrix, rotation, translation and camera positions are 
calculated. We used random sample consensus (RANSAC) method in calculation of the 
fundamental matrix which excludes the outliers of correspondent point in favor of 
obtaining a more robust result. 

The proposed algorithm is tested on large variety of images which are taken from the 
BTH gräsvik campus theme where all these images are varying in similarity. The 
obtained results from a GUI window are displayed with brief explanation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Today we are experiencing the digital photography revolution. Tacking digital images are easy 
and cost effective. Millions of photos captured in every corner are now available to millions of 
people by internet. This makes us to face new problems like as how to organize or explore this 
huge amount of photos.  

Organization and Presentation of images are major tasks before exploring huge collection of 
images. Tags [1] is one of the approach used in organizing photo collections. Tag is the keyword 
used in online terminology which is assigned to a piece of information such as digital image [2], 
internet book mark and computer file. By typing the query tag in search engines and reviewing 
the retrieved images the user navigates the collection of images. The results obtained through 
this approach are shown as thumbnails or a slide show. Though this is a practical but not 
sophisticated method of browsing images. Tagging of images is classified into two types namely 
automatic image tagging which is still unsolved problem and manual image tagging which is a 
time consuming process and also does not exist in practice. An image with thumbnail symbol is 
shown in the figure 1.1. 

 

                                                              
                                                   Figure 1.1: Image with thumbnail sign 
 
New way of navigation is based on location. The users are able to navigate the collection and 
these types of images are called as Geo-Referenced images[1], which are automatically and 
accurately tagged. One can display images in 3D context instead of showing the retrieved images 
in thumbnail approach which definitely enhances the users experience, the user can use 3d to 



controls to navigate instead of using thumb query tags. Street view approach[1] offered by 
Google company is shown in fig 1.2 where the 3D control tools  are seen on the top left and 
middle of the figure. This approach makes the user to wander around the streets like a 3D 
fashion. 
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Figure 1.2: Street view approach offered by Google 

s thesis is to present an approach through which user can navigate the 
using 3D controls and illusion of moving in a virtual 3D space. This 3D 
re used on the basis of automatic image similarity measurement. In this 
sted to work on one of most recent approaches to solve the navigation 

ollection. We are interested to use 3D navigation controls based on an 
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1.2 Previous work 

In the past decade, there has been significant work done in the area of photo navigation to 
navigate along the collection of photos. The basic idea of the most of the techniques are to 
explore large collections of images based on location but not all the techniques make the user to 
have a feeling of travelling in 3D virtual world. 

Among these techniques, street view approach which allows users to wander the streets in 3D 
manner is offered by several companies. In this approach the user is free to use 3D controls to 
navigate across the collection of photos instead of using query tags which enhances the user 
experience. However, the disadvantage in this technique is that it is not possible to put all the 
images of a given scene in common 3D space. 

Photo tourism [4] is another technique of navigation approach uses image based rendering 
techniques for smooth transition between photographs. To construct image tours of historic 
locations and foot note details of the images are transferred to other images easily through this 
system. Using a state of the art image based modeling system the photographer’s locations and 
orientations, along with sparse 3D geometric representation of the scene are computed from the 
images itself. It handles the large collection of unorganized photos which are taken with different 
cameras in different conditions. The main area where this system concentrated is the idea of 
using sparse 3D scene information to create new interfaces of browsing large collection of 
photographs and camera pose (location, orientation and how old the image is). The images can 
be automatically placed in 3D coordinate system by knowing the camera pose as shown in 
Figure 1.4 depicts the novel way of browsing photos. The user is free to navigate in the 3D space 
from one image to another image using this system photo explorer. The descriptors are used in 
computing feature correspondences between images with respect to variations in pose, scale and 
lighting. To recover the camera parameters and 3D positions of the features an optimized 
technique is followed.   

 
         Figure 1.4: Reconstruction of 3D points and Novel ways of browsing photos 
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The reconstruction algorithm registered a significant   subset of the photos for the data sets taken 
from the internet. Due to the excessive blur or noise, underexposure or little overlap with other 
photos some of the photos could not be matched even though most of the photos that were not 
registered belong to parts of the scene disconnected from the reconstruction portion. The 
disadvantages with this reconstruction algorithm is that current structure from motion method, 
SfM (procedure to calculate internal parameters of camera), implementation becomes slow as 
number of registered cameras increases. Metric scene reconstruction without ground control 
point is not guaranteed through SfM procedure, so obtaining accurate models is more difficult. 

By using other techniques a big Gigapixel image can be constructed and also be viewed 
interactively using 2D image controls if the images are collected from the same point of view. 
Similar to this line an AutoCollage can be constructed if the image dataset consists of random 
collection of images of different scene, taken at different times. Even though a pleasing collage 
is obtained through this but it fails miserably in scaling large collection of image set where 
thousands of images are present in this collection. 

In other approach where images are treated as points in high dimensional space, in order to 
display them in image plane for the user to navigate, one has to compute the distance between 
them and use multi dimensional scaling. This system doesn’t provide any facility for the user to 
have a feeling of “being there” due to the absence of virtual 3D world. 

1.3 Overview of our method 
This thesis introduces new technique of navigation in collection of photos by using 3D 
navigation controls based on automatic image similarity measure. In first step for getting the 
information of the images we are creating structure data from the data set of images or loading 
the already computed data. In second step we are first finding the correlated image to the actual 
one (view point image) by using keypoints of SIFT technique and then correspondent points are 
found by comparison of keypoints. The transformation matrix between any two images is 
calculated using RANSAC algorithm, where inliers and homography matrix are determined.  

The thesis is constructed as follows. Chapter 2 gives in detail about Correlation factor and 
Keypoint correlation between images which are found using SIFT keypoints and descriptors. 
Also finding correspondent points problem and RANSAC are described. Chapter 2 also tells 
about the creation of structure data set of images by considering all this parameters. While the 
simulation results and analysis are given in Chapter 3. I conclude this final work and give some 
suggestions on the ongoing work in Chapter 4. 

 

 

 



 

                                                                            Chapter 2 
       Correlation, SIFT, Correspondent Points and    
       RANSAC 
 

 In order to undergo navigation process of images, the similarity of the images needs to be 
examined and based on the SIFT keypoints of the images. Then matched correspondent points 
between the images and their homography matrix from the extracted features of the images are 
determined. In most cases by matching the observed portion of the geometry, semantically 
similar images are found. 

2.1 Correlation 
 Correlation is basically broad class of statistical relationship between two or more random 
variables. Due to the rapid development in high resolution cameras digital image correlation is 
proven to be one of the best comparison methods. In cross correlation of two images we actually 
calculate the amount of similarity factor between the images which is nothing but a correlation 
factor. Correlation is used to find the degree of similarity in this project where as other uses of 
correlation is to search for the spatial shift or spatial correlation between the images. 

 The following figure 2.1[7] illustrates about the phase correlation for determination of relative 
translation movement between two images namely IMAGE 1 and IMAGE 2. 

 

Figure 2

c)  PHASE CORRELATION                       
 
            b) IMAGE 2 
            a) IMAGE 1 
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.1: Demonstration of Phase Correlation 
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The white spot in figure 2.1 (c) gives the phase correlation between two images in figure 2.1(a) 
and figure 2.1(b).  
Let us assume that   and   are the two images [7]. Applying a hamming window [15, 16] to 
reduce the edge effects of the two images and finding 2D discrete transforms 
 

��� � �����	 ���
 � ���
�������������������������������������������������(2.1)�
 

Cross-power spectrum is calculated as  
 

� � ������
���(������� )

���������������������������������������������������������(2.2)�
�
 

The normalized cross-correlation is obtained by taking Inverse Fourier Transform 
 
 
 

�������r������������������������������������������������������������������(2.3)�
 

 
Location of peak is obtained by edge detection technique 
 

        (��	 ��) � �� ��!��� ��������������������������������������������(2.4)�
�
In this project we use correlation in order to determine the similarity between two images. 
Similarity is determined by finding the correlation factor, which is in the range of 0 to 1. The 
closer the correlation factor is to 1 it indicates the more similarity between the images. 
Correlation factor 1 represents highest correlation. In finding the correlation between two images 
first the images are converted to gray scale images because processing of grey scale images are 
faster. Then Fourier transform are calculated for the two images. By calculating the real part of 
Inverse Fourier Transform of cross power spectrum (eq. 2.2 and 2.3) we are able to calculate 
correlation factors for each pixel position of the two images by the correlation factor is defined 
as the highest value of all correlation factors. Thus by finding the maximum value of the latest 
calculation we can calculate the correlation factor which gives a singular value in the range of 0 
to 1. The correlation factor is the measurement representation which shows correlation of an 
image with respect to another image. 

For a given number of images correlation factor is found for each two images. For example in 
order to navigate a set of 100 images, we are finding the correlation factor of 1st image to other 
99 images. Then the correlation factors are sorted in ascending order. Keypoints of the three 
images with highest correlation factors are found which resulting matched correspondent points 
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of each two images of the three most correlated ones. The image having maximum number of 
matching points with respect to view point image is selected as the most related image.   

2.2 SIFT 
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [8] is an algorithm used to extract features of images 
for reliable similarity between them despite they capture different views of an object or scene. 
These features are called as invariant feature points since these are invariant to scale, orientation, 
affine distortion, and partially invariant to illumination changes. Even if the two images are 
differentiated by noise a robust matching is found with the help of these features. The features 
are distinctive in nature in the sense that even a single feature from an image can be matched 
with highest probability against the large database of features from large set of images. 
Applications of SIFT include object recognition, navigation, robot mapping, image stitching and 
video tracking. Object recognition is nothing but a matching of individual feature to a large set of 
features from known objects. 

Feature description of an object in an image can be available by finding the interesting points on 
the object. This feature description can be used in detecting the particular object in a test image 
containing several objects. SIFT feature points are first extracted from reference images and 
stored in a database later the feature points of any other image are compared with the feature 
points in the database. Finally the candidate matching points are found with the Euclidian 
distance of the feature vectors. The major stages of computation used in generating image 
features are described in the following. 

 
(1) Scale-space extrema detection:  
 
Searching of overall scales and image locations are computed in this stage. This stage is 
implemented efficiently by using a difference of Gaussian function to identify potential interest 
points which are invariant to scale and rotation. The potential interest points so called keypoints 
of SIFT frame work are detected. Firstly the image is convolved with Gaussian filter at different 
scales and difference of successive Gaussian blurred images is collected. By using 
maxima/minima of difference of Gaussian (DOG) at different scales, keypoints are found. DOG 
[7] is given by 

 
 

   D(�	 �	 #) =L$�	 �	 %&		 #' ( )$�	 �	 %* �	 #'                              (2.5) 
 
Where  )$�	 �	 %* �	 #' is the convolution of the original image I(�	 �)  with Gaussian filter 
G(�	 �	 %#) at scale k#�
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     L$�	 �	 %*�	 #' =  I(�	 �)  *  G(�	 �	 %#)                                (2.6) 
 

 Each pixel in DOG images is compared with its eight neighbours at same scale and nine 
corresponding neighbouring pixels in each of the neighbouring scales. A keypoint is selected if 
the pixel value is the maximum or minimum among all compared pixels. 
 
(2) Key-Point Localization: 
 
A detailed model is fit at each candidate location to determine each location and scale. Keypoints 
are selected based on their stability measures [7]. 
 
(3) Orientation assignment:  
                 
Depending on the local image directions each keypoint is assigned one or more orientation. Invariance to 
rotation is achieved at this aspect since keypoint descriptor can be represented relative to the orientation. 
Gradient magnitude m(x,y)  and orientation θ(x,y)  is performed using following relations[7]. 
 

     m(�	 �)      =+()(� , 1	 �) ( )(� ( 1	 �))- , ()(�	 � , 1) ( )(�	 � ( 1))-      (2.7)   
 

      θ(�	 �)       =./0�� 12(3	45�)�2(3	4��)
2(35�	4)�2(3��	4)6                                                                   (2.8) 

 
(4) Keypoint descriptor:  
 
Around each keypoint local image gradients are measured at selected scale. Local image 
gradients are transformed into representation where there will be a scope of change in 
illumination and local shape distortion. Previously we found keypoint locations and also 
assigned orientations at them and these keypoints are invariant to location, scale and rotation.  
Keypoint descriptor which is partially invariant to illumination and 3D view is found for each 
keypoint. Initially in a 4 by 4 pixel neighborhood an orientation histogram is created and these 4 
by 4 pixel neighborhood contains 8 bins each.  

These histograms are computed from magnitude and orientation values of samples in a region 
around each keypoint where this region has got a dimension of about 16 by 16. The descriptor is 
nothing but a vector which contains all the values of this histogram. So totally 16 histogram 
which contains 8 bins each so that each of the descriptor has 128 elements. Therefore length of 
each descriptor will be 128 so if an image contains 100 keypoints then length of descriptors of 
that particular image will be 100 by 128. In order to improve invariance to affine changes in 
illumination the descriptor vector is normalized to unit length. By means of matching accuracy, 
distinctiveness of SIFT descriptors is tested. 

 

The Matlab function used in this thesis for detecting keypoints and descriptors as 
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                      [im, des, locs] = sift (IL)                                                  (2.9) 
 

where the input arguments is given an image file and the output returned arguments are double 
image, descriptors and keypoints which are represented by keyword locs. 

 
Considering the image with dimensions of 3888 by 2592 as shown in figure 2.2.  
 
 
 

 
 
                                                     Figure 2.2: Sample digital image 
 
To detect keypoints [9] of the above image we will face an error due to huge amounts of the 
keypoints and the error will display in matlab stating “Invalid keypoint file beginning.” 

So such images with high resolution can be greatly reduced in terms of their resolution for 
obtaining less number of keypoints. To control the keypoints changing resolution can be the best 
method with consideration that large scale image possibly produces more reliable keypoints 
compare to the non-scale images. PGM format used for the images in our collection set in order 
to convert colour images to grey scale. 

The number of keypoints for the gray image shown in figure 2.2 is found to be 1805 and 
they are shown in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Keypoints representation of image by using scaling factor 0.1 

 
2.3 Correspondent matched Points 
 
Using a written function in Matlab we are able to read two images, find their SIFT features and 
display the correspondent matched keypoints by connecting lines. 

 
By sampling the local image intensities around the keypoint (at the appropriate scale) and 
matching using a normalized correlation measure the correspondent points can be detected. 
However the detection may fail due to the captured object in the image may undergo an affine 
3D view point change or a non-rigid deformation. A keypoint descriptor plays a major role in 
finding the matching points between the images. A keypoint descriptor is found by first finding 
the gradient magnitude and orientation from a sample over region of each keypoint location. 
These samples are weighed by a Gaussian window and these samples are presented on 
orientation histogram which represents the 8 by 8 sub regions where the length of each histogram 
corresponding to the sum of gradients in that direction over that sub region. By using all this data 
a 4 by 4 descriptor is computed from 16 by 16 sample. 
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                            Figure 2.4: A 4 by 4 descriptor from 16 by 16 samples gradient [9] 
 
One can say that obtained matches cannot be considered as good matches so it would be useful to have 
discard technique for removing the in correct matches. A matching process is initialized by 
identifying two nearest neighbours of keypoints from one image to other image. If  the distance 
to the nearest neighbor is less than distance threshold of that to the second nearest neighbor then 
a match is preserved, in similar way proceeded with all the descriptors of one image with other 
image. A distance threshold is value of usually 0.6 or 0.7 and this value is dependent on number 
of matching points we need. Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of correct and incorrect matches 
where the bold line indicates correct matches and the dotted line indicates in correct matches. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5: Plot of correct and incorrect matches 
 

Let us demonstrate the matching points between two images namely pic1.jpg and pic2.jpg. By 
finding the two nearest neighbors of the first image keypoints in the second image a match is 
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identified. If the distance to the closest neighbor is 0.6 (threshold value) less than the distance to 
the second closest neighbor then a match is accepted. Using the same principle correspondent 
matching are performed in MATLAB using command match. The command 
match(‘pic1.jpg’,’pic2.jpg’)[9] results in giving corresponding keypoints of each image and 
number of matches between the two images. The results of the function for the images in the 
figure 2.6 are shown in the following. 

Finding keypoints...  
1021 keypoints found.  
Finding keypoints...  
882 keypoints found.  
Found 98 matches. 
 

 
       Figure 2.6: Representation of matching points from two gray images 

 
     
2.4 RANSAC 
 
Random Sample Consensus is an algorithm [10] which with an iterative approach detect the 
parameters for building a mathematical model from a dataset which also containing outliers. The 
algorithm is first purposed by Fischler and Bolles in 1981. Since it produces a reasonable result 
with certain probability RANSAC is classified under non-deterministic algorithm. The 
probability of fulfilling of the model condition is proportional to number of the iterations. Data 
set is a combination of inliers and outliers where inliers are the part of data set by which a 
mathematical model can be constructed and outlier are also a dataset which doesn’t fit into a 
mathematical model. Additionally data set can also be contaminated by certain set of noise. 
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Outliers can occur under extreme values of noise, misinterpretation of data and also error in 
measurement of data. 

 
Here we consider a data set as an example from which we are interested to fit it linearly. 
Assuming the data set contains both inliers and outliers where we have to discard outliers and 
consider inliers as a 2D line. 
 

 
(a)                                                                                (b) 

                 
               Figure 2.7:  (a) Refers to the data set (b) refers to the 2D line built through RANSAC 
 
From figure 2.7[9] it is clearly seen that a 2D line model is built from the data set which is shown in fig 
2.7 (a) and fig 2.7 (b) shows both inliers in blue color and outliers in red color where the inliers are on the 
model (2D line) and the outliers are away from the model which will be discarded later. RANSAC 
produce better result compared to the general least square method because through least square method 
we can also build a line where it optimally fills all the data set including outliers. 

2.4.1. Operation of RANSAC algorithm 
Considering a data set from which we have to construct the inliers as a purposed model with 
RANSAC. Let the input of the algorithm be  
x- data set, 
model- model which can be fitted to data, 
n- minimum number of data which can be required to fit data 
k- number of iterations  
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t- threshold value  
d- number of close data values. 
 
Output obtained after applying these input values into the RANSAC 
best model- parameters of model that best fits the data 
best consensus set – data points from which the best model is built. 
best error – error with respect to the best model. 
 
Initialization: 
best model- nil 
iterations- 0 
best consensus set – nil 
best error – infinity 
 
Step 1: Number of iterations less than k 
Step 2: Considering a randomly selected data set from original data set. 
Step 3: Model parameters and making an assumption that may be inliers 
Step 4: Consensus set equals to may be inliers. 
Step 5: Checking the condition model built from a selected points gives a error less than the 
threshold value ‘t’ then add the inliers to the consensus set. 
Step 6: Checking the condition that number of elements greater than d indicates that a good 
model has been selected and the model has to be tested how far it is good. 
Step 7: Checking a condition if model parameters fitted to all points in the consensus set, if the 
condition is satisfied then the model is said to be better model. 
Step 8: Checking the error how far this better model fits thes points. 
Step 9: Checking the condition error is less than best error, if the condition is satisfied then a 
better model is found compare to the previous one. 
Step 10: Update the parameters best model equals model, best error equals error and best 
consensus set equals consensus set. 
Step 11: Increment iterations 
Step 12: End 
 
In our thesis we are using RANSAC to estimate inliers according to a model of homography 
matrix. Relation between any two images is defined by 3 by 3 matrix called Homography matrix. 
Homography matrix can be computed by 8 corresponding points from two different views. If the 
homography between reference view and all other views is known then it is easy to transform an 
image from one view point to another view position. In this project we use a Matlab function 
“ransacfithomography” where it calculates inliers and homography between two images. The 
input argument of the function is correspondent points of the two images and the output 
arguments are homography matrix between the two images and inliers. In this function we are 
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actually deriving 2D homography fit by using RANSAC, threshold value is taken as 0.01 or 
0.001 where  distance between the model and the data points is compared within the threshold 
value in order to decide whether a point is inlier or not. The data points are also normalized to a 
mean distance of 1.421. In this algorithm we use three functions namely “fittingfn”, “distfn”, 
”degeneratefn” and s. ‘s’ indicates the number of samples taken from data set randomly required 
by “fittingfn” to built a model. Assuming that model fits to this function for data points 
‘s’,“distfn” is the function which evaluates distance from model to the points and  
“degeneratefn” decides whether the set of points taken will give a desired model or not and if the 
points are not valid then the points will be outliers. Number of iterations taken to do all this 
activity is 100. Considering three cases where in first case we can have good number of inliers, 
second case very few inliers and in third case no inliers. 

 
(a) Best Case 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8: Best case (Size of inliers is 1 by 90) 

From figure 2.8 it is clearly shown that the two images are almost similar so building a 
homography matrix and find the inliers is easy.   
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(b) Ordinary case 
 

 
 

Figure 2.9: Ordinary case (Size of inliers is 1 by 4) 
 

From figure 2.9 it can be clearly shown that the images are quite different. However the both 
images are taken in the same background. The homography matrix can be detected from the 
images but the number of inliers is very very less compare to the best case images, see figure 
2.8.  
 

(c) Worst Case 
 

 
Figure 2.10: Worst case (No inliers) 

 
From figure 2.10 it is clearly shown that the two images are completely different in every aspect 
so due to this fact it is unable to detect any inliers or homography matrix between images. When 
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we had these two images in our project the Matlab function which we used showed an error 
message stating that at least 4 points needed to fit homography matrix. In another words there 
was no connection or similarity between the images. 

From all three cases we can observe that number of matching points is directly proportional to 
the inliers .In first case there are around 75 matches, in second case there are 4 matches and in 
the last case there are zero matches. As there are zero matches we cannot fit a homography 
matrix from the last case. 
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Chapter 3 

Results and Discussion 
 

The performance of our methodology in Navigation of Collection of Photos image similarity 
measure, is validated with certain set of images. The number of images being taken and tested by 
using our proposed algorithm which is a combination of correlation, SIFT, RANSAC concepts as 
discussed in previous chapters respectively. The images are taken from various locations of BTH 
Gräsvik campus. Out of which we selected 35 images from the set and experimented the 
proposed algorithm on those 35 images. 

The software used is Matlab (2007b Version). The images are taken with digital camera Cannon 
EOS 1000d and the images are in the jpeg format with high resolution. The resolution of these 
images is reduced to our convenient size by using a scaling factor 0.1.   

3.1 GUI Results 
 

We designed a Matlab based GUI for navigation of an image collection the images are taken 
around the BTH gräsvik campus. The main steps of GUI are discussed in the following. 
 
From a set of 35 images, correlation factor of each image with respect to 34 images is found. 
Based on the correlation factors, a set of three images is selected.  The three images are in 
ascending order of correlation factors with respect to the view point image. From these three 
images, the image which is having maximum matched keypoints with respect to the view point 
image is selected as the most correlated image or related image. Once after pressing Right or 
Left 3D navigation button the image with maximum matched keypoint correlation is displayed.  
 
 
Step 1:   
Camera positions of the 35 images are plotted once after pressing the START button. 
 
 
Step 2: 
From those 35 positions a default image is selected for starting point of navigation. For example 
here image 15 is selected as default image and the process of navigation is started from 15th 
image. 
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Step3: 
There are 3D navigation controls such as Left and Right where the corresponding image is 
displayed after pressing any of the buttons. 
 
 
Step4:  
Displaying of the next corresponding image is mainly dependent on the most correlated images. 
Here the most correlated image represents the image which is having maximum number of 
matched keypoints with respect to the view point image (image 15). For example once after 
pressing right button for image number 15, the most correlated image with respect to 15 is 16 so 
image number 16 is displayed.  
 
 
Step5: 
In similar way if we press left button with respect to which image, the image number 15 is most 
correlated will get displayed. In this case image 15 is mostly correlated to image 14. So once we 
press left button when image 15 is input image, automatically image 14 is shown. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1: GUI output with camera positions and the currently located image 
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As shown in the figure 3.1. the left figure shows the camera positions of 35 images and the right 
figure gives currently location of the image, in this case assuming we are at view point of image 
15. The image with respect to camera position which is coloured in green and blue on left side of 
the GUI is displayed on the right side. Once after pressing the right button in figure 3.1. 
immediately image 16 is displayed and that is shown in figure 3.2. In similar way image 14 is 
displayed after pressing left button and that is shown in figure 3.3. 
 
Note: For each image there will be three images depending on the correlated factor in ascending 
order which will be available and from those three images the image which has most number of 
matched keypoints is selected. Once after pressing the corresponding buttons, image will be 
displayed depending upon the repetition. For example when we press right button for input 
image 15 we should get image number as pervious discussion but since 14 is already repeated so 
the system doesn’t display 14 in second time and it will check the next correlated image, and if 
the image is already displayed it will check for third correlated image. It will show the number of 
image on the right side of the GUI window in the case where all three correlated images are 
repeated. This is shown in figure 3.4. for image 20, since the most correlated images for image 
20 are image 19 and image 18 which already are repeated. 
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                                  Figure 3.2: GUI displaying image number 16 after selecting right button  
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Figure 3.3: GUI displaying image number 14 after selecting left button in the in figure 3.2 
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Figure 3.4: GUI showing no image for image 20 when right button is pressed 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion and Ongoing Work 
 

The problem of navigation in a photo collection can be solved by taking the images from a same 
scene. Relying on automatic image similarity property, navigation in a photo collection is 
possible with the help of 3D controls such as left and right. By taking the most similar images 
from a collection of images and displaying them in proper geometric and photometric alignment, 
movements from left to right and right to left is achieved. As we move from left to right and right 
to left, we will get an illusion of travelling in a virtual 3D space. In most cases by matching the 
observed portion of the geometry, semantically similar images is found out and navigation from 
left to right and right to left is achieved by selecting the image with maximum number of 
matched keypoints among the images which are selected based on correlation factors. 

The performance of navigation is evaluated and tested. In most cases navigation is possible for 
the images with maximum similarity i.e. at least 80 to 85% similarities between the images. 
Though 3D control buttons right and left working well for a set of images under navigation but 
we couldn’t develop application of 3D control button for zoom. The performance of the 
comparison of keypoints of images calculated from SIFT technique is working well but 
sometimes the image is showing more correlation with an image which is no way related to 
which leads to fault in navigation. For example an image taken near library of gräsvik campus 
showing maximum correlation with an image inside the building of cafeteria. So under these 
cases navigation leads to bad results. We are able to get the camera positions of each image but 
that particular image (picture of the image) is not displayed.  

Further work could concentrate in enhancing the performance of navigation such that each image 
(picture of the image) should get displayed along with their camera position. The system can be 
enhanced with extra features by adding zoom or forward button. Also the navigation problem 
can be rectified at maximum extent if the system displays the proper image from a set of images 
as soon as we press any 3D control button and this can be done by putting some criteria in 
keypoint correlation selection. We tested our methodology in the thesis for only 35 images 
around BTH campus but it can be developed for more images. By using MATLAB software the 
process is taking more time, by using C++ the execution can be done faster and also better 
results can be obtained. Advanced version of this navigation system can be implemented in 
mobile phones where a user can navigate around the particular region using internet in his 
mobile phone. 
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